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Postmodernism: 

^complicated term/set of ideas 
^emerged as area of academic study since mid 1980s 

Is this correct? Artists like Cindy Sherman, Sherrie Levine, Richard Prince 
etc. would be described as POMO but come to prominence in the late 

1970s. 
^hard to define - 

^wide variety of disciplines/areas of study 
^e.g. art, architecture, music, film, literature, sociology, 

communications, fashion, technology 
^hard to locate temporally/historically as not clear when POMO began 

  
Modernism: 

^movement from which POMO grew 
^way into thinking about POMO 

^2 facets/modes of definition -  
1. Derives from the aesthetic movement broadly labelled 'modernism' 

^roughly coterminous with 20thC western ideas about art 
^art movement which rejected Victorian standards of how art should 

be made, consumed and what it should mean 
^period of 'high modernism' (1910- 30) 

^major figures (considered founders of 20thC modernism) 

redefined what poetry/fiction could be and do 
^e.g. Woolf, Joyce, Eliot, Pound, Stevens, Proust, Mallarme, 

Kafka, Rilke. 
  

2. Main characteristics of modernism (from literary perspective): 
  

^emphasis on impression and subjectivity 
^How seeing/reading/perception takes place rather that 

what is perceived 
^e.g. stream of consciousness writing 
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^movement away from objectivity provided by 3rd person 

narrative/fixed points of view/clear cut moral positions 
^e.g. Faulkner multiply narrated stories 

  
^blurring of distinction between genres 

^e.g. -  
^poetry seems more documentary 

^e.g. T.S. Eliot, E.E. Cummings 
^prose seems poetic 

^e.g. Woolf, Joyce 
  

^emphasis on fragmented forms/discontinuous narratives/random 
seeming collages of different materials 

  
^tendency toward reflexivity/self-consciousness about production 

of work of art 
^each piece calls attention to its own status as a production 

^something constructed and consumed in particular 
ways 
  

^rejection of elaborate formal aesthetics  
^favours minimal design  

^e.g. poetry of William Carlos Williams 
^rejects a large part of aesthetic theories favouring 

spontaneity and discovery in creation 
  

^rejection of distinction between high and low culture 
^in choice of materials used and method of display, 

distribution, consumption 
  

POMO follows modernism: 
^rejects: 

^ boundaries between high and low art 
^rigid genre distinctions 

^emphasises: 
^pastiche, parody, bricolage, irony, playfulness 

^destructured, decentred, dehumanised subject 
^favours: 

^reflexivity/self consciousness, fragmentation, discontinuity, 
ambiguity, simultaneity 
  

POMO differs from modernism: 
^in attitude to these trends 

^e.g. fragmented view of human history in modernism is presented as 
tragic/lamentable/to be mourned as a loss 

^e.g. The Wasteland, Woolf's To the lighthouse 
^upholds idea that art can provide unity, coherence and meaning 

which has been lost in modern life 
^POMO celebrates this 

^if the world is meaningless, does not pretend that art can make 
meaning 



^idea of playing with the nonsense 
  

Frederick Jameson: 
^modernism and POMO are cultural formations which accompany particular 

stages of capitalism 
^outlines 3 primary phases of capitalism: 

1. Market capitalism 
^18th - 19thC (western Europe, US) 

^associated with - 
^ technological development 

^e.g. steam motor 
^aesthetics of realism 

2. Monopoly Capitalism 
^late 19th - mid 20thC (up to WWII) 

^associated with internal combustion motors and modernism 
3. Multinational/consumer capitalism 

^now 
^emphasis on marketing, selling, consuming commodities rather 

than producing them 
^associated with nuclear and electronic technologies  
^correlated with postmodernism 

  
Modernity is about order: 

^rationality and rationalisation 
^creating order out of chaos 

^more ordered a society is the better it will function 
^because modernity is about order, constantly on guard against disorder so 

the superiority of order can be asserted 
^however - need to have things that represent disorder to do this 

^therefore must create/construct disorder 
^in western culture this becomes "the other" (denied in binary 

oppositions: 
Anything non white, non male, non heterosexual, non 

rational etc. 
^these must be eliminated from ordered, rational society 

  
Francois Lyotard: 

^equates stability with the idea of 'totality' or a totalised system 
^(see Derrida's idea of 'totality as the wholeness or completeness of a 

system) 
^Argues totality, stability, order are maintained in modern societies 
through "grand/master narratives" 

^stories a culture tells itself about practices or beliefs 
^e.g. in American culture - story that democracy is the most 

enlightened (rational)  form of government and will lead to 
universal human happiness 

^e.g. in Marxism - idea that capitalism will collapse in on itself 
and a utopian socialist world will evolve 

^grand narratives are a type of meta theory/ideology 
^i.e. an ideology that explains an ideology 

^a story that is told to explain the belief systems that exist 
^Lyotard argues all aspects of modern society depend on these narratives 



^POMO is a critique of grand narratives  
^serve to mask contradictions/instabilities inherent in any social 

organisation or practice 
^i.e. every attempt to create order demands the creation of an 

equal amount of disorder 
^a grand narrative masks constructedness of these 

categories by explaining disorder really is chaotic and bad 
and disorder chaotic and bad 

^POMO rejects grand narratives in favour of mini narratives  
^stories that explain small/local events rather than 

large/universal/global concepts 
^mini narratives are always situational, provisional, 

contingent, temporary - make no claim to universality, 
truth, reason or stability 

  
Modern societies depend on idea that signifiers always point to signifieds 

^reality resides in signifieds 
^In POMO there are only signifiers 

^idea of stable/permanent reality disappears 
^with it idea of signifieds that signifiers point to 

^In POMO society 

^only surfaces without depth 
^signifiers with no signifieds 

  
Jean Baudrillard: 

^Simulacra 
^in post modern society there are no originals, only copies 

^e.g. in art there may be thousands of copies but the original has the 
highest value 

^contrasted with - 
^Music recordings - there is no original only copies, all sold for 

the same amount of money 
^virtual reality/computer games another example 

^realities created by simulation from which there is no 
original 

  
POMO is concerned with the organisation of knowledge 

^in modern societies - equated with science and contrasted to narrative 
^science = good knowledge, narrative = bad, primitive, irrational 

^knowledge good for its own sake and gained via education 
^to be knowledgeable is to become educated 

^the ideal of liberal arts education 

^in POMO society 
^knowledge is functional 

^you learn things not to now them but to use that knowledge 
^knowledge stored differently in POMO societies rather than modern 

ones 
^emergence of POMO is described by/correlated with emergence 

of computer technology 
^in POMO society, anything that is not digitisable ceases to be 

knowledge 



^in this paradigm opposite of knowledge is not ignorance but 
rather 'noise' 

^something that is not recognisable as anything within 
the system 

  
Politics and POMO: 

^one of questions asked about POMO is whether the movement toward 
provisionality, performance, instability good or bad? 

^desire to return to pre-POMO era (modern/humanist/enlightenment 
thinking) tends to be associated with conservative political/religious 

groups 
^one consequence of POMO is rise of fundamentalism as a form 

of resistance to grand narratives of religious truth 
^E.g. Middle East banning of Salman Rushdie's 'The Satanic 

Verses' - a postmodern book which deconstructs grand 
narratives  

  
  

  
  

  

  
  

 


